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foreword

it’s my pleasure and honour to present the works of these four 
artists. Each of them, to me, presents a unique form of expression 
that is original and artistic. and yet all four belong to the same 
age group, sharing generational influences and concerns such as 
the worry about the ongoing cultural erosion and fascination for 
traditional and historic aspects of China. 

‘illusory worlds’ is the first major exhibition presented by Mulan 
Gallery that was established less than two years ago and carries a 
characteristic collection of Chinese and international art. but, it is 
more than that as it brings together my insights and experiences 
from more than 15 years as a private art collector. 

the selection of artworks presented here bring together some 
of the outstanding aspects of each artist’s quests, including Lu 
Peng’s quite literally suspended reality, Liang Chang sheng’s 
mythological world, Jiang huan’s realistic fantasies and Zhang 
hua’s delicate sculptures are each distinctive while bringing 
together some shared concerns of artists. the works are as 
thought provoking as they are delightful to the eye. 

i have no doubt that together they represent a formidable force in 
contemporary art originating in China.

Patricia Liang
Managing Director 
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Liang Chang Sheng 12

Lu Peng  24

Zhang Hua 36
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Education/Profession
1989 College of Fine arts, Capital normal University

1999 department of Environmental art design, academy of arts & design, 
tsinghua University

 art director, adam’s interior design Co. Ltd

 art director, d5 animation Culture Media Ltd

Major Design
2006 Interior design for ‘We House’, Beijing

2005 interior design for Mr.Gareth C.C Chang (Former Chairman and CEo 
of star tV and the Executive of news Corporation)      

2004 City planning, xibanPo, hebei Province 
Interior design for Banshan Maple Villa, West Hill, Beijing

2003 interior design for daLian tax authority building

 design for siPing new residential district, Liaoning Province

2002 interior design for MianYang Jinding Enterprise Group building, 
sichuan Province

 interior design for Jinma Plaza, daLian

Selected Exhibition
2008 Assembing Under the Five Rings, Chinese Contemporary Art Exhibition in the Legend, Beijing

 Concerning Wen Chuan National Special Exhibition of Fine Arts Works, Beijing, Chengdu

 art scene China shanghai

 art basel Miami beach, byron C. Cohen Gallery For Contemporary art

2007 5th China Realism Exhibition, National Museum, Beijing

 China Masters of Realism, arcadia Fine arts, new York

2006 Beijing Tranthy 2006 Autumn Auctions Oil Paintings and Sculpture, Beijing

 Beijing Yonghe  Jiacheng 2006 Autumn Arts Auction, Beijing

 The Third Art Exhibition of Together We Go, The Museum of Beijing Art Academy

2005 Dress Up in Art-The subject of Beijing Opera’s art exhibition, Today gallery. Beijing

2004 The First Art Exhibition of Together We Go International Art Palace, Beijing

 Oil-painting Exhibition in Spring of Together We Go, Paragon Art Gallery, Beijing

2003 Chinese Art Today The China Millennium Monument. Beijing

2002 Gone west of China for art investigation

 Embracing oriental allure-Female Portrait oil Painting Exhibition, Connoisseur art Gallery, hong Kong

2001 Founder “The art association of Together We Go”, Beijing

2000 China Arts Expo’2000, China International Exhibition Centre, Beijing

1999 art museum investigation – France/ italy/Germany/holland

Jiang Huan
(born 1964)
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however, the evolution of Western art in the past one hundred years has witnessed a 
break from classical formalism, the emergence of a new artistic language, form and a 
strong concern for art about life. different styles and skills, and the different materials, 
have considerably expanded the breadth and depth of art that reproduces the real 
world on canvas. but as such Western art is no longer concerned with a mirror-like 
representation of real objects. 

In the recent decades, Chinese art has been deeply influenced by Western art, 
especially with the advent of globalisation in the new century and the exposure to 
different forms of Western cultural thought. Chinese art has also seen significant 
changes both internally and externally. it covers all the stages of Western art in its 
evolution and development over several hundred years. in fact, the form and style of 
Western art at each of its historical stages can be found in the Chinese art of the last 
thirty years. besides, the rapid development of China in recent years presents a mixed 
pattern of social structure in traditional, modern and contemporary forms. Culturally, 
it is more like a pattern of folk culture, classical art, modern art, post-modern art 
and even contemporary art, all advancing in parallel. therefore, no single technique 
of artistic expression can accurately represent the true feelings of Chinese people 
and their visual experiences at the present time, not to speak of communicating with 
frontier international art.

in terms of art appreciation, artistic techniques do not seem to have been fully 
popularised. This, perhaps, is the most embarrassing and also the most difficult choice 
faced by Chinese artists today. the current situation of art creation and recognition 
faced by Jiang huan is precisely non-linear. From his paintings, we can clearly see 
the work he has done given this contradictory reality. in his two oil paintings, Pleasant 
dream and Fragrance of stamen, which were produced in 2005, i noticed many 
striking similarities - the same model, the same posture- leaning toward the right, the 
same wandering mind with eyes closed, the same table with just the tablecloth, and 
certainly, the same angle of perspective and the same composition in both paintings. 
What is different is the model’s hairstyle, gesture, dresses and the props which are 
changed from conch shells to daffodils. in such a closed and limited visual space, the 
artist meticulously delineates two objects which are very similar in shape. He believes 

Jiang huan’s oil paintings are noted for his exquisite realistic 
painting skills. over the years, he has never been moved by the 
fashionable new styles of oil painting and the endless forms of 

art media and materials that have been emerging and has followed 
his own path. it is hard to tell what attracts or moves people more, 
his academic realistic style of painting or his contemporary artworks 
which are very much based on real life. as far as i can predict, 
based on my understanding of the capacity of art appreciation 
in China, the former, which is employed to produce vivid images, 
would be most satisfying for most people. this reliance on realistic 
visual impressions results from the fact that Chinese artists have 
been re-introducing Western painting styles, especially oil painting 
of the Classical age, to reshape traditional Chinese painting which 
emphasises a concise expression of ideas and the inner thoughts 
of literary scholars. As a painting system which stresses a specific 
use of lines, contrasts in colours and perspective, proportion and 
structure of the tableau, this style of Western art is obviously more 
suitable to the needs of the Chinese society which is transitioning 
to a modern age. For the social and political construction of new 
China, we need to abandon the pure form of self-expression and 
instead use a more clarified and more standardised vision to unify 
people’s visual experiences. this explains why Chinese artists have 
been trying to absorb the artistic language of Western paintings 
for the past one hundred years, yet finding it difficult to develop 
expressionist and abstract paintings effectively. in the recent thirty 
years, China has opened up, the social system has changed, and 
many new media and genres of art have emerged because of the 
influence of Western modern and contemporary cultural thought, 
yet in reality, most Chinese people still regard the truth of the art 
image and its beauty as the highest criteria for judging the value of 
art. because of their loyal adherence to visual reproduction of the 
classical age, representational and realistic oil paintings, continue 
to be liked by many.

The Role of Culture in Visual Reproduction by Gao Ling

old beautiful dresses, 190 x 130cm, Oil on canvas

in a gestalt-like psychological element in his paintings. this 
gestalt lies between the watcher’s eyes and the world. the 
artist has faith in the effect of the painting’s image when 
awakened in the minds of the audience. as such Jiang huan 
states that he would not abandon his techniques of realistic oil 
painting that he has learnt over the years and believes that the 
realistic trend of Chinese oil paintings is far from over. 

but, what is the art that the contemporary Chinese would 
appreciate? is it that a work contains artistic value or academic 
value when it meets most people’s demand? and besides, 
what is the way to test what people demand? is it that we are 
actually echoing the artist’s own narcissism and indulgence 
in self-admiration? in Jiang huan’s later works, we are glad 
to see new changes: for example, in his three works Just like 
the sound, on the Riverside and sorrow at a happy night, the 
delineation of three beautiful ladies and scenes in the closed 
space remains highly realistic. Yet, the artist seems to express 
a meaning beyond the paintings. In the first painting, the robe 
undressed on the bed, the harmonica cupped in the hands, 
and the eyes looking upward, all convey an overtone. the 
second painting, with the nicely-clad girl who is reclining on 
her side, is not a very truthful representation of the surrounding 
grasses and flowers, as they show no signs of being pressed 
by her weight. this seems like an overlapping of scenes 
imagined by the artist. the third painting similarly uses a short 
and broken jade to imply a bad omen in the state of peace. 
these changes show that with the expansion and deepening 
of artistic creations, the original composition of the painting 
needs to be adjusted to be able to hold the external messages 
that the artist has absorbed. then, a visual composition with a 
larger holding capacity or a visual field more expressive than 
before is opened up, and the audience’s imaginations and 
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how Far away is tenderness (Lost in transition), 228 x 75cm, Oil on canvas
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sensations are consciously led by the artist in a direction where they can comprehend 
the new composition according to their own visual experience. indeed, an artist who has 
long been engaged in realistic paintings needs to change his conception of art merely as a 
visual shape or a gestalt, but should also implant a broader scope of social and historical 
changes into his paintings, and this is a slow, gradual process. 

Yet, if he regards his art only as a familiar and prototyped visual composition in an isolated 
space, then it obviously proves what William norman bryson (famous british historian of art 
and founder of the “new, Western art history”) said when he criticized cognitive psychology 
that was still used in the circles of Western art until the 1980s: “the practice of excluding 
visual reproduction out of all the other cultural phenomena seems to have some substantial 
mistakes. ….the product of visual reproduction is no longer considered merely as optical 
or retinal.”1if a work of art does not merely focus on the visual form of visual reproduction 
and the role of the retina, then what else will it focus on? Undoubtedly, it would also focus 
on the whole world including the social, cultural and historical settings. by limiting the 
visual focus merely to the retina, it is obviously impossible to explain the profound influence 
of society, culture and other external forces on the artist and the audience. “as a part of a 
common space, visual subjectivity is mixed with and impacted by a large group of visual 
codes.” 

in Jiang huan’s latest works produced in 2007 and 2008, particularly in the six works - the 
Criterion of happiness, the same old beautiful dresses, how Far away is tenderness 
(Lost in transition), distant Waters, Lenny’s happy Life and the superman is old, we see 
his deliberate alteration of classical paintings, of the background and the modelling of 
figures, and more importantly, changes due to his bold use of video resources of Western 
pop culture. his visual focus has begun to shift from a mere reliance on what he sees to 
the societal space which is much more variable and accountable. and we are likely to see 
more of this in the images of his subsequent creations. though these images will retain the 
traits of realism, they will also pertain to a broader space and will promote a transformation 
of representational and realistic oil painting in contemporary China.

Lenny’s happy Life and the superman is old, 180 x 150 cm, Oil on canvas Unavailable during exhibition
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Education
the Printmaking department of Central academy of Fine arts

Solo Exhibition
2005 Elysium – Art Exhibition Liang Changsheng, Hanmo Chunqiu Gallery, Beijing

1991 Normal University, Beijing

1989 Friendship Hotel, Beijing

Group Exhibition
2008 2007 Chinese Contemporary art document Exhibition, Wall art Museum

 Assembling Under the Five Rings, Beijing

 23rd aiaE, Guangzhou

 Chinese inks, Catherine shubert art Gallery, bangkok, thailand

2007 asian art Film Festival (France)

2006  annual Exhibition of the association of traditional Chinese ink 

 Painting with Thick Colour, Art Museum of Capital Normal University, Beijing

 the 21st Century Chinese Contemporary black-White Woodcutting 
Exhibition, National Art Museum of China, Beijing

 Chinese Contemporary art document Exhibition, the China Millennium 
Monument, Beijing

 International Gallery Exposition, Beijing, China

 the 1st Chinese Contemporary art annals Exhibition, the China Millennium 
Monument, Beijing

2005 Face-Painting-selected art Exhibition on Chinese opera, today art Museum
 Chinese international Gallery Exposition

2004 Chinese international Gallery Exposition
 the 11st international biennial Exhibition of Printmaking and sketch, taipei

2003 Creative Papercut – the Evolution of contemporary Papercut Language, China Fine arts Publishing Group
 the 1st national art Exhibition of Chinese Youth artist, today art Museum

2001 Modern Art Exhibition, Military Museum on People’s Revolution of China, Beijing
 Paper art Exhibition of Chinese artists, France

1998 Feng Chen san xian, Lamont Gallery, boston, U.s.a

1997 Feng Chen san xian, arvada Centre, denver, U.s.a

1995 Feng Chen san xian, international art Centre, China
 Fine arts Exhibitions of Famous Chinese artists, singapore
 95’ spring Exhibition of buddhist art, Chinese art Gallery
 the 2nd Fine arts Exhibition of Chinese artists, a’ Mangna Gallery

1994 sino-Japan art Exhibition on buddhism, national Museum of Chinese history
 Feng Chen san xian, Modern art Museum

1993 Feng Chen San Xian, Beijing Diplomatic Hotel

Collections
national art Museum of China

Meilun art Museum

Wall art Museum

Liang Chang Sheng
(born 1967)
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Liang Chang sheng has long championed content over 
form. an artist trained at the Central academy of Fine 
Arts in Beijing, China’s pre-eminent art school, he is 

proficient in the traditional disciplines of drawing, painting, 
ceramics, and paper cut-outs but it is content that drives his 
work and makes it, in his opinion, new.  Perhaps best-known 
for his delicate line drawings of surreal and enigmatic subjects, 
effectively and purposefully at odds with their perversely 
idiosyncratic re-interpretations of folk narratives and styles, 
Liang’s diversified practice would not cause much comment 
in New York, London or Berlin, but in Beijing, he said, he has 
been sharply criticised for the variations in his production. 
Liang, however, is comfortable with his eclecticism - a 
pluralism that mirrors the times as well as his temperament. 
art, he claims, is an intellectual and spiritual pursuit, more 
noumenal than phenomenal, more visionary than material. 
technical accomplishments are merely vehicles and valuable 
only to the extent that they convey philosophical ideas and an 
encompassing world view.

Liang finds particular inspiration in Chinese art, in particular 
folk art for which he has a deep affinity. He has resisted the 
appropriation of Western stylistic tropes and the visual language 
of the international art circuit that many of his peers have so 
successfully adapted, preferring to explore his own cultural 
legacy, searching for a vocabulary that is original but also 
remains thoroughly asian in identity. born in shandong, Liang 
has long mined the customs and histories of his birthplace for 
subject matter. The Lantern Festival of the Chinese New Year 
and other celebrations, for instance, are observed in a very 

The World According to Liang Chang Sheng by Lilly Wei

different fashion in shandong than elsewhere in China and some rituals exist 
only here. Place is important to Liang, who is enamored of his native habitat, a 
region renowned for architecture and artefacts from China’s illustrious past. they 
are the physical remnants and reminders of a national heritage that the Cultural 
Revolution wanted to eradicate and an antidote to its restrictive ideologies.  Liang 
was in his teens during China’s liberalisation under deng xiaoping and a student 
at the time of the events leading up to the demonstrations at tiananmen square 
and their abrupt suppression.  since then, China has re-invented itself as an 
economic and political force to contend with in a swift and dramatic turnabout 
that is not without irony and is now poised to assume a dominant role in the 
global culture of this century.  

Liang, however, embraces the universality of the local. An intuitive artist, he filters 
the vernacular of folk traditions through his own febrile imagination, transforming 
his sources into something much more personalised, he then matches them with 
the medium--or media--he thinks best serves his narrative. his paper cuts-outs 
are unforgettable and more immediately assertive than his drawings, which are 
paler, subtler in their construction, but filled with the same demons and angels.  
based on a technique that is thousands of years old, they are a tour-de-force of 
virtuosity, some sections as fluid as if they were rendered in ink, others as stark 
and emphatic as woodblock imprints.  Fantastic, often hybridised figures and 
faces of humans and half-humans, buddhist icons and a bestiary of other strange 
creatures are tightly interwoven with wisps of clouds, filigreed lotuses and other 
undulating plants, flowers and blasted trees.  His large cast of exotic personas 
populate a teeming, alternative world and invoke the spirit of hieronymous 
bosch, medieval and Renaissance Last Judgments, buddhist and asian wall 
paintings and scrolls, Picasso, Ensor, the neo-Expressionists, caricaturists and 
more, for comparisons mostly from the point of view of Western art history. Liang, 
however, as has been noted, is not an advocate of European and american art, 
preferring, what he has called, the “oriental” vision.  in Liang’s schema, the 

Elysium World i, 
56 x 156cm, Acrylic on canvas
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Elysium World #2, 
9 x 21cm, Ink on paper

Elysium World #15, 
11 x 24cm, Ink on paperElysium World ii, 

56 x 156cm, Acrylic on canvas
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Elysium World #12, 
100 x 240cm, Acrylic on canvas

oriental imagination is distinctive, although the term, oriental, 
in the West, is problematical, as brilliantly explicated by the 
late literary critic and postcolonial theorist Edward said. 

Liang, who is a practicing buddhist, believes in another world, 
one that can be channelled through folk culture, seen as a kind 
of magic realism, as a non-rational system that rests on belief 
and defies the strictly empirical or scientific in favour of other, 
less rational imperatives. as a child, he said, there were things 
that he witnessed that were completely mysterious, with no 
logical explanation.  For Liang, this proves the existence of a 
parallel world. he has made a recent work that he calls Cozy 
Life in heaven, a rollicking, detailed picture of his conception 
of “Elysium,” a word he particularly likes, which Liang believes 
exists as he has pictured it although he acknowledges that 
many will not agree with him. he also believes that art is located 
in ideation, in the abstract. Fuelled by the artist’s intellect 
and imagination, art should embody a collective desire and 
be recognized by that collectivity.  in the world of Liang’s art, 
with its universal themes, he says harmony prevails and as in 
buddhism, there is no duality.  

Liang’s process is spontaneous, without a preconceived plan. 
he begins by facing a blank canvas waiting to see what will 
happen. he lets his mind roam in an artist’s equivalent to a 
writer’s stream of consciousness, images emerging from his 
accumulation of memories, experiences and knowledge. the 
figures and objects that he pictures are unforced, at variance 
with the real world but comprise his aesthetic domain, part 
of his exclusive vision, his dialectics, and represent for him 

Elysium World #16, 
9 x 21cm, Ink on paper

Elysium World #18, 
15 x 24cm, Ink on paper
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Elysium World III, 66 x 150cm, Acrylic on canvas

a greater truth than that of reality. For Liang, his process is an 
inquiry, a way to find his roots and to build on and revitalise his 
extraordinarily rich heritage, freed from clichés.  Religion plays a 
major role in his work but not in an orthodox or institutionalised 
way.  instead, Liang’s strategy is again transformative, as he 
destabilises the meaning of established religious motifs to reflect 
his own interpretations, iconographies and metaphysics. For 
example, “Elysium” is what he often names his place of bliss, 
his spiritual world, one that is buddhist and asian. but Elysium is 
usually the designated paradise of Greek and Roman mythology, 
and by forging a comparison and equivalence, then challenging 
it, Liang expands and balances the signification of his Elysium. 

art, Liang, has noted, is about deception and artists are ultimately 
deceivers and illusionists. they can also use art as a means of 
escape. i think of the allegorical tale of a legendary Chinese artist 
who painted a magnificent, utterly convincing representation of 
a landscape at his cruel and willful Emperor’s command, then 
calmly walked into it and disappeared, escaping forever, earthly 
power trumped by the power of art. as metaphor and magical 
thinking, Liang Chang sheng might have something like that in 
mind too.   

Lilly Wei is a new York-based independent curator, essayist and critic who writes regularly for 
Art in America and is a contributing editor at ARTnews and Art Asia Pacific.  

Elysium World #4, 
100 x 240cm, Acrylic on canvas
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Elysium World iV,40 x 60cm, Acrylic on Canvas

Elysium World V, 40 x 60cm, Acrylic on canvas

Elysium World Vi, 80 x 40cm x 4, Acrylic on Canvas
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Education
1991 Graduated from Beijing Teachers Training College (Renamed Capital Normal University 

in 1990)

2003 P.h.d student at Chinese Painting department in Central academy of Fine arts 
(CaFa)

Present Teacher at Fine Arts Department of Beijing College of Education

Solo Exhibition
2008  Leaving the Garden of Dreams, Red Gate Gallery, Beijing  

2007 Wandering at Ease, Plum blossoms Gallery, hong Kong

2005 a Fighting World of Female beauty (1), Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London

 A Fighting World of Female Beauty (2), Red Gate Gallery, Beijing

2004 the Memory, Qingping Gallery, boston

2002 Realm of Red, Red Gate Gallery, Beijing

2001 Capital Night, Red Gate Gallery, Beijing

 Capital nights, Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London

1999 through the Wall, Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London

1997 the Edge, Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London

1996 Floating - Small Works of Art, Tayuan Apartment Block, Beijing

1994 Lu Peng - Small Works of Art, Mingzhu Gallery, Beijing

Group Exhibition
2007  Chinese Contemporary art Exhibition at the deauville asian Film Festival, deauville 
 the sovereign asia art Prize Finalist’s Exhibition, sovereign art Foundation, hong Kong
 the Chinese Contemporary art Collection, the Museum of Fine arts, houston
  Visual Contemporary, Millennium Art Museum of China, Beijing
 Oriental Imagination, National Art Museum of China, Beijing

2006  Frontline (2), Plum blossoms Gallery, hong Kong

 Poly Spring Art Auction, Beijing
 Clues to the Future, 15th anniversary exhibition, Red Gate Gallery, Beijing
 new ink art shanghai, duolun Museum of Modern art, shanghai
 “Du” Expressions of Chinese Contemporary Ink Painting, Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts, Tianjin
 Dreaming, Holy Oriental Gallery, Shanghai, Beijing
 Contemporary asia art sotheby’s auction, new York
 Radar, Contemporary art from China, denver Museum of art, denver, Col
 shanghai art Fair – Exhibition of Recommended Young artists, shanghai Mart, shanghai
 Poly Autumn Art Auction, Beijing
 Under the Radar, Robischon Gallery, denver, Col
 Made in China, Young Chinese Contemporary artists, opera Gallery, London
 Exhibition of Chinese Contemporary Art Documentation, Millennium Art Museum of China, Beijing
 Today’s Art in China, National Art Museum of China, Beijing

Lu Peng
(born 1967)
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2005  Les Cent Fleurs, Villa tamaris Center d’ art, France
 the new Generation, Goedhuis Gallery, new York
 Zhong Hongxin Autumn Art Auction, Beijing
 Frontline (1), Plum blossoms Gallery, hong Kong
 Portrait Paintings from Collage Art, Today Art museum, Beijing

2004 Full Frontal - Contemporary asian artists from the Kent Logan Collection, denver art Museum, denver, Colorado
 Crowds and Voids 11 + 1, art scene China Gallery, shanghai
 Academic Exhibition of Chinese Fine Art, Art Gallery of Beijing International Art Palace, Beijing
 drouot Montaigne art auction, Paris
 Zhong Hongxin Autumn Art Auction, Beijing
 Line Drawings from Contemporary Chinese Art, Capital Normal University Art museum, Beijing

2003  Festival of Youth Art, Today Art Gallery, Beijing
 second national Exhibition of Chinese Paintings, xinghai art Center, dalian
 Harmony - Unusually, Art Gallery of Beijing International Art Palace, Beijing
 Microcosmic and Delicate, National Art Museum of China, Beijing

2002  Lust for Life, Piltzer Gallery, Paris
 Kunst Zurich, Zurich
 art Chicago 2002, Chicago
 summer Exhibition, Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London

2001  Past - Present, art Center of silpakorn University, bangkok
 Clues to the Future, Red Gate Gallery, Beijing
 On Track with the Century, National Art Museum of China, Beijing
 Legend of China, Yi dian Gallery, shanghai
 FiaC, Paris
 art Cologne 2001, Cologne

2000  between the Lines – Chinese art Exhibition (2), Mosman art Gallery, sydney

1999 transparence - opacite?, aCaVa (Paris), aoste aix-en-Provence, Paris & brussels until 2000
 China ‘46 - Chinese Contemporary art Exhibition, taiwan hoke art Club, shanghai
 China ‘46 - Chinese Contemporary art Exhibition (2), arts sans Frontiers Gallery, Melbourne

1998 the adventures of the three travel Weary Loafers (4) - new art from the PR of China, Lamont Gallery, boston
 Between the Lines, Chinese Art Exhibition, Lee Gallery & Studio Lido Park, Beijing 
 black & White- Contemporary artworks, Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London
 5000 + 10 - Chinese art Exhibition, bilbo

1997  the adventures of the three travel Weary Loafers (3), arvada Center, denver, Col
 Chinese Contemporary art Exhibition, Chinese Contemporary Gallery, London 
 Life on the Fringe, Lee Gallery & Studio Lido Park, Beijing

1995  small works of Chinese ink Paintings, soobin art int’l, singapore
 Life on the Edge –Three Travel Weary Loafers (2), Art Gallery of Beijing International Art Palace, Beijing

1994  Three Travel Weary Loafers (1), Contemporary Fine Arts Gallery, Beijing

1993 Three Travel Weary Loafers - Preliminary Exhibition, Tayuan Apartment Block, Beijing
 (Established the ‘three travel Weary Loafers’, a group with Wei dong and Liang Changsheng)

1992  Chinese Art of the 90s - Beijing, Chinese History Museum, Beijing

1991 Contemporary Ink Wash Paintings by Young Artists, Contemporary Art Gallery, Beijing
 Works of Art by Young Artists, Central Academy of Fine Arts Exhibition Hall (CAFA), Beijing
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The body symbol through history by Ma Qinzhong

there are a lot of different bodies in the paintings of Lu 
Peng- historical, modern, political, symbolised, carnal, 
and folk bodies. in the contemporary era the body is not 

only a dramatic figure created by painters, but also the carrier 
for the dominant culture. in his important work “Modernity 
and self-identity,”anthony Giddens says that at the height 
of the modernised post-traditional era, not only appearance 
but also behavior cannot be regarded simply as given 
material. according to him, the body is directly involved in 
the principles of constructing the self. (sdx Joint Publishing 
Company, 1998 page 113). “We become responsible for 
the design of our own bodies”, he remarks. the cultural 
characteristics of the bodies in Lu Peng’s paintings are 
different from what has been expressed by Giddens. in other 
words, it is not the problem of reflexive work of self-identity 
using the body and the principles of constructing the self, but 
rather Lu’s main focus stays on the body symbol centralised 
by physical, visual shape expression instead of the present 
body language. secondly, the last quote by Giddens when 
reversed serves to illustrate Lu Peng’s work. that is, if the 
subject is the “we” and the cultural heritage is a huge driving 
power, then we should take responsibility for the tragedy, 
comedy, absurd play, farce and so on designed by the bodies. 
i think this is where the artistic and cultural value of Lu Peng’s 
works, which describe a wide range of symbolised bodies, is.

in my understanding, Lu’s career of more than a decade 
can be divided into four parts, considering the evolution 
of his artistic themes-“new-immortal Life,”  “through the 
Wall,”“Pleasure World,” and “Leisure trip” respectively. 

these are the themes of his four exhibitions during the time of “three Leisure after Long 
Journey”. 

“New-immortal Life” is probably one of Lu Peng’s first works. This representative scroll 
leaves a deep impression that distinguishes Lu Peng as an artist who is talented, adept 
at conceiving ideas and has excellent draughtsmanship skills.

the reason i mention this particular work is that it can be seen as the “prodrome” of 
his subsequent creations which cemented Lu’s style in terms of space structure and 
language among other things. and it is clear that the way he expresses his thoughts 
is using spatio-temporal descriptions rooted in the expansion of his understanding 
of traditional Chinese scroll paintings. he uses the stemmata-style arrangement to 
describe the forms of lives and the dislocation and rupture of the cultural background. 
“new-immortal Life” is like a self-inquiry epic: Where should the descendents of our 
nation go? do they die in the destruction caused by lewdness, or degenerate in fetishism 
and the erosion brought by materialism? Lu is speaking to society and searching for 
answers for the roots of history with the uncomfortable feeling of a young heart. 

the works in the same period, “Clear skies”, “bird in Cage”, “the Edge Game”, “Flying” 
and others, represent his confusions. We grow up under the influence of the Chinese 
tradition, but where has it led us? We are like the “bird in a Cage,”playing “the Edge 
Game,” flying on the “Floating Rainbow” to “Refuse Temptation” “Harmoniously”, but 
all efforts are in vain. this appears to be an “accidental Landing.” seemingly powerful 
cultural fertility has dropped onto the ground like a drop of dust. We should be awoken 
from the so-called dream of culture. 

the second part of Lu’s work that i mentioned is “through the Wall”. this series truly 
shows the “opportune encounter” between Lu’s real growth of his art talent and the 
confusion stemming from the shackles of history. The infinite charm of Chinese culture 
is akin to “walls.”if you appreciate Chinese poems or have read Chinese scripts, novels 

Leaving the Garden of dreams, 145 x 170cm, Acrylic on Canvas
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past 10 years. Each “exposure to the public” causes subversion and 
each cultural reconstruction is like broken “tiles.” 

Last but not the least is the “Leisure trip”. Lu Peng has harshly 
criticised the so-called Chinese immortality and Zhuang Zhou’s 
dream of turning into a butterfly with the self-deceiving combination 
of Confucianism and Taoism. We are flying (Lu’s figures are always 
flying, even if when making love), but it is more like floating up.

When i see the portraits in day light, i make eye contact with the 
ancient people and I realise we are still in the old way. We are just 
the “butterfly to be” of the old times. People will die and so will the 
culture, the author and the painter. however, we are the bearers 
of the “dream of painting a butterfly”. The so-called immortality 
is a performance with everybody in costumes (youth uniform or 
traditional wedding dress) playing the suona, gongs and drums. i 
step on you as you step on me flying to “The Stars”. We naturally 
use brushes to draw the “Landscape”. our love story is the sex 
script of a married woman’s store of valuables and the “oriole bird” 
standing on the wall, “Leisure trip” is not our cultural dream. in the 
works of “Leisure trip,” Lu sharply criticises what is supposedly the 
most valuable aspect of Chinese culture - self-consoling nihilism.

back to the Giddens argument, that is, “We should be responsible 
for our own body design,” Jean baudrillard has said, “For medicine, 
the body is a corpse. For religion, the ideal reference of the body 
is the animal.  For political governance systems, the ideal body 
type is the robot, which is the hardcore and rational extension of 
productivity. For the political economy of the sign systems, the body 
is a fashion model that represents the full function of body under the 
law of value and the value/symbol production sites. the production 

and drama, you will have no feeling of flying, what you 
would have would be just comparisons and dreams 
about being immortal and living under the high heaven. 
If you enjoy the Chinese classical paintings, what you 
have are just the feelings of travelling, dwelling and 
embracing the feeling of pureness and unselfishness; 
some sing praises, some describe the time of great 
peace and prosperity behind the voice of long live the 
empire. These are all “walls”, which make you enjoy the 
inebriety of the illusion without the feeling of dreaming 
and flying. The question is - can you walk through the 
walls?

there is also a utopia about “walking through the walls.” 
Lu’s paintings are like an attempt to make the body 
fly away from the barrier of walls using contemporary 
drawing-style like that seen in the “strange stories from 
a Chinese studio”

the third section of Lu’s work is the “Pleasure World.” 
if you know him personally, it is hard to imagine his 
life had any connections with these paintings which 
comprise excessive indulgence, sinful confessions and 
sensual overkill. the paintings are a carnival of desire, 
aspiration, and decadence. the paintings perform in the 
range of truth and falseness, history and reality, which 
is similar to the classical Chinese opera but also has 
realistic aspects to it. Lu’s skilled and ingenious use of 
classical Chinese opera and the traditional new Year’s 
facial makeup deliberately emphasises that these have 
integral relations with China’s social development in the through the Wall, 97 x 130cm, Acrylic on Canvas Leisure trip, 84 x 117cm, Acrylic on Canvas
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is no longer a thing of the labor force.”  (Jean 
baudrillard“L’échange symbolique Et La 
Mort”, Nanjing, published by Phoenix Media 
Group, Yilin Press, 2006, p. 175). not belonging 
to the above-mentioned of Jean baudrillard, 
the bodies in Lu’s works are symbolised 
bodies in the cultural system. they have been 
demonised, politicised in rank and castrated for 
the so-called rational and emotional survival. 
The bodies have become floating symbols 
which are the physical media for the Chinese 
culture. these symbols describe the cultural 
difficulties, opportunities and the dream of not 
dreaming of the contemporary Chinese.

Lu has a unique perspective strategy amongst 
the contemporary Chinese artists. in terms of 
composition, he uses the tibetan buddhist 
religious thangka scroll as the reincarnating 
spatio-temporal method of description. With 
round after round of overlaps and historically 
symbolised body images, he visually 
reconstructs the cultural space, describes 
the kaleidoscope-like aspirations, dreams, 
confusions and hopes of the young people 
in contemporary times. Where am i? Where 
am I flying to? Who am I? Having inherited 
Chinese culture in the blood, what is my 
responsibility? in contemporary Chinese art, 
Lu Peng’s strategy is much more meaningful 
than visual images imitated and invented in 

accordance with particular visual interests. 
the revitalisation of the local Chinese culture 
and contemporary reconstruction can only be 
fulfilled by creations in the critical point of the 
crisis in contemporary Chinese culture. this 
is why Lu is an important artist of the current 
era.

Lu’s narration in the way of ever-running 
tibetan buddhist 6 reincarnations is 
composed of the visual image metaphors 
which represent the common customs in 
the Chinese traditional new Year and good 
fortune paintings, as well as the combination 
of Confucianism and taoism and the harmony 
between man and nature. the contemporary 
transformation of the local values and the 
traditional techniques in Lu’s paintings has a 
very strong social and cultural background, 
but he also puts his works into what is 
considered the“broad immense” Chinese 
cultural background. here we can see 
a“stander-by” calmly watching the changes 
around him, witnessing the piles of cultural 
clichés killing the living soul. he is helpless, 
unreasoning and numb. he makes us see 
how evil begs for immortality and promotion 
and how important scholars turn out to be 
greedy officials, the so-called “Leisure Trip” 
is being reduced to the live broadcast of 
death. to what extent will China’s classical Watching Play #8, 130 x 130cm, Acrylic on CanvasWatching Play #7, 130 x 130cm, Acrylic on canvas
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Watching Play #11, 210 x 150cm, Acrylic on CanvasWatching Play #10, 210 x 150cm, Acrylic on Canvas

cultural essences be destroyed? i 
can recogonize such silent anger 
and protest in Lu’s works. sharp and 
bitter criticism is hidden in Lu Peng’s 
ironical depictions which show the 
feelings towards technological elitism 
and the spirit of the visual artist

in other words, painting is a visual art. 
Visual art is enchanted by the power 
of vision which is the appeal of visual 
information. Lu is technically adept 
and he understands the importance 
of visual orientation. the oldest 
techniques can be used as tools 
to convey the most modern ideas; 
the most advanced techniques 
can also be used as cover for 
backward thinking and artistic 
attitudes. Lu uses the technology 
of ancient Chinese paintings such 
as composition, dyeing, scrolls, 
and so on. his colours also share 
similarities with the traditional 
new Year paintings. From the 
visual scheme, the artist effectively 
utilises the folk style vision and 
wisely makes a combination with 

contemporary social criticism. the 
frame drawn out of the paintings 
doesn’t hail the present but calls for 
deep cultural reflection, criticises 
and even issues not so subtle 
warnings. the visual construction 
of the folk traditional new Year style 
reveals the contemporary social and 
cultural issues. 

We advocate tradition, but we will 
not be buried alive in tradition and 
will dare to make breakthroughs. 
Yet we feel the need to defend our 
cultural achievements. this is why i 
talk about “sacrifice”. The traditional 
significance of it is the liberation of 
our lives and sacrifices can enlarge 
the value of life and activate cultural 
creativity. only with this sense of 
tradition, are we likely to find the real 
value of the local culture out of the 
contemporary international cultural 
environment. this is the meaning of 
Lu’s paintings. the traditional painting 
style is not an encumbrance but the 
means for the technical realisation of 
the above thought.
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Education
1998 sculpture department, Central academy of Fine arts, China   

1985 sculpture department of hebei arts and Crafts, China

Awards
2008 Silver Prize, “Water Lotuses”, 2008 Beijing Olympic Landscape 

sculpture Competition

2006 Excellent Prize, various sculptures, sculpture design Competition 
Exhibition

2003 best nomination award, various sculptures, Life of sculpture 2003, 
Environmentally 

 Friendly international invitation Exhibition, China

 Excellent award “Childhood dreams”/”Flying dreams”

2002 Excellent award, “Childhood Memory”, international City sculpture art 
Exhibition, Beijing, China

 Excellent award, “Love Knot”, international Wood sculpture 
Competition, dong Yang, China

2001 1st Prize, “Flower Charm”, China City sculpture design Competition, 
Chinese sculpture academic association

Exhibitions
2008 2008 Beijing Olympic – Landscape Sculpture Competition, Beijing, China

2007 China Contemporary Sculptures Nominated Exhibition” Beijing Yanhuang Art Gallery

2006 the 1st Contemporary Art Essential Exhibition, Beijing Times Art Gallery

 Beijing International Creative Culture Exposition

 the 10th Shanghai Art Fair, Beijing Central Art Gallery & Cultural Venue

 9th Beijing International Art Exposition, Beijing Central Art Gallery & Cultural Venue

 13th China Art Exposition, Beijing

 China (Shenzhen) International Culture Art Fair, Beijing Central Art Gallery & Cultural Venue

 oriental Culture Pedestrian sculpture Exhibition

 4th an hui Cup China sculpture Competition

  China olympic Cultural Festival, China sports art Exhibition

 2008 olympic Landscape sculpture design Competition Exhibition

 China olympic Park City sculpture design Competition

2005 China artists association, “Resources – Environment - People” theme Competition

 Coming Art Exhibition, Beijing

  CCtV9 Expos  

2004 3rd national sculpture Exhibition

 tenth national arts Exhibition

 blue space - olympic Ecosystem international invitation Exhibition

2003 Beidaihe Olympic Road Project

 Life of sculpture 2003, Environmentally Friendly international invitation Exhibition 

 1st Beijing International Biennale Exhibition of China 

 Fuzhou international sculpture arts Exhibition

Zhang Hua
(born 1964)
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2002 China Beijing International City Sculpture Art Exhibition

 international Wood sculpture Competition, dong Yang, China 

 Fuzhou international sculpture arts Exhibition, China   

 2003 Public observation of art Exhibition, shanghai  

2001 Sports Sculpture Exhibition of New Beijing-New Olympic Games

 China City sculpture design Competition, Chinese sculpture academic association

1999 Hope of the New Century City Sculpture Design Program Exhibition, Beijing

 50th anniversary of the Founding of the People’s Republic of China

1998 Member of the Chinese sculpture institute

 third Water Colour & Gouache art Exhibition in hebei

1994 hebei arts Work Exhibition, 45th anniversary of Establishing the People’s Republic 

Collections
2008 “sea breeze”, 

 “Water Lotuses” China olympic Committee

2006 “Longing” China olympic Committee

2004 “Flying dreams” Government of seoul, Korea, Permanent Friendship
  Gift from China

2003 “Flying Dreams” Government of Kelamayi of Xinjiang

 “Childhood dreams

 series – Flying dreams” international sculpture Park of Fuzhou

2002 “Childhood Memory” International City Sculpture Park, Beijing

 “Love Knot” Government of dong Yang

2001 “Childhood Memory” sports Museum, Chinese olympic Committee

The Flying Youth: 
The Spirit of Zhang Hua’s Sculptures by Jia Fang Zhou

sea breeze, 58 x 39 x 42cm, Bronze

in the traditional way of thinking, sculptures 
made by sculptors outside the Royal Court 
system could only have two themes: the 

after-life and the celestial life. often they 
ended up in tombs or graveyards and were 
religious relics such as buddha and other 
temple sculptures; sculptures had no place 
amongst the living. sculptures never stood 
out as an individual piece of art, but rather 
as attachments to buildings, carved furniture 
and interior decoration, depicting daily life 
in the Royal Court. Unlike in the west, where 
the making of famous figures head’s or the 
depiction of heroes, and the large scale of 
sculptures on display in public parks, or as 
part of a building and landscape was already 
established. through such differences, we can 
acquire an insight into how the sculptures were 
both culturally accepted and the way in which 
beauty was defined.

only in recent years within China has public 
sculpture entered the peoples’ daily lives. With 
the development of new cities and towns, it has 
given sculptors the space to create sculptures 
that are an intrinsic part of the landscape; 
linking together the environment and people. 
this ideal situation has provided many 
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happy Family, 91 x 100 x 30cm, Bronze
Longing, 42 x 26 x 60cm, Bronze

opportunities for creative sculptors, allowing 
the transformation of a personal space into 
a public display. We could almost say that 
this is a golden era and time for sculptors, 
and that from a young age Zhang hua was 
influenced and nurtured by the acceptance 
and developments taking place during this 
period. 

Zhang hua as a sculpture artist did not have 
the advantage of coming from an artistic 
family background. this did not stop his 
natural talent and ability to understand and 
to create, which has taken root from his 
ordinary surroundings, having grown strong 
and resilient out of the toughness of life 
itself. From a simple piece of clay or a simple 
stone, some artists can create something 
artistic and amazing by using their hands; 
they know which part to shape and which 
part to keep. Zhang hua is one of those 
artists, who have such ability; who can turn 
the mundane into something wonderful. 
 
the style of Zhang hua’s sculptures is 
fresh, crisp and graceful, never heavy, bulky 
or lifeless. Extenuated limbs and bodies, 
flowing lines, motion and youthfulness 
are the extension for hopes, energetically 

rushing towards the future with dreams of 
reaching their final goal. The successful 
representation and visual impact, of arms 
stretching upward and forward reflecting 
the inner desire of people today, bringing 
out the spirit from within have become 
synonymous with Zhang hua’s work. 
through movement in sports, pieces such 
as “Double Butterfly” and “Praise the Youth” 
representing the energy and spirit of figure 
skating; “Water Flowers” for precision and 
togetherness in synchronized swimming; 
“Flying High” and “Flying Dreams” flying a 
kite, depicting limitless hopes, dreams and 
the desire for freedom. the true spirit is not 
only created by how the external shape is 
formed, but also captures the inner desire 
and passion of Zhang hua to express 
this vibrant spirit. For such sculptures 
to be successful an artist needs to have 
experienced life and to have a special 
inner quality, which in turn can inspire and 
influence the audience.

The chosen subjects in Zhang Hua’s 
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Eagle Catching Chicks, 138 x 52 x 29cm, Bronze

sculptures, such as the “Childhood Memories” 
series, were created by using his own artistic 
observations and memories. Even in times of 
hardship, childhood memories are often fondly 
remembered. the “Childhood Memories” series 
captures the essence of pure life experiences 
and precious family values. “basket Weaving” 
a game played by three children, “Full of stars” 
a mother and child game, “Eagle Catching the 
Chicks” a game often played together by poor 
children. 

The joy and pleasure derived from such simple 
games cannot always be obtained from the 
toys that are played with by the materially rich 
children. the concept of “blissfulness” is not 
living in high-rise apartments or being able to 
eat unusual food. in Zhang hua’s heart, simple 
pleasures like a warm spring day after a long 
cold winter or the fresh feeling after a hair cut 
feels wonderful. Zhang hua through his own 
experiences can turn a simple theme into 
touching of the heart, because the artist has 
cherished and retained the unique quality of 
such good memories for a long time. this has 
become one of the main keys to his success.
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Flower Charm, 74 x 67 x 59cm, Bronze


